
Unit B Video Playlist

April 7 - 16 Chuck Ramirez, ls That All There ls?,2006.2 min. 54 sec. ls That All There ls? is a collection of thousands

of photographs that the late Ramirez took with his camera and cell phone during the course of a year. These images

are literally flashes of the artist's life from 2005-2005 set to the eerily beautiful composition by Erik Satie

Gymnopedie No. 1, the artist's favorite song. Because Chuck knew and touched the lives of most everyone in the San

Antonio arts community...chances are you are in this video. R.l.P. Chucky Wucky.

April 17 - 30 Scott Wolniak, Musicol Notes in Harmony with the Attuned Heoling Colors,2008. 29 min. Wolniak

seems to be taking us on a journey through the history of modernist abstraction, but in actuality these

expressionistic morphing color fields came from a commercially available light-therapy box that the artist altered and

then synched to the pulsating rhythms of composer Jim Dorling's ambient score. Hypnotica.

May 1 - 14 Joseph Smolinski, Tree Turbine, 2OO7.3 min. 40 sec. lt is clear that wind-generated electricity is a clean,

sustainable alternative to climate-warming fossil fuels. In this short video, the artist explores trees as a pseudo-

biotech hybrid erected to camouflage the cellular communication transmitters beneath its fronds. Don't worry...this

is already happening in the real world.

May 15 - 28 Damon Bishop, Trilogy of Terror,2001-2003. Total running time 47 min. Three video shorts explore

tragedy, comedy, and sadness...all at someone else's expense. lf you ever thought you had a bad day, then this set

of videos will make you feel good about yourself. You'll laugh so hard you'll cry.

May 29 - June 11 Matthew Noel-To4 Nqusea,2005. 54 min. Nauseo is a synthesis of text and image that draws

inspiration from impressionism, On Kawara, Barnett Newman and the existential diary of Jean-Paul Sartre from

which it adopts its title. The video footage is a journal of observations shot entirely on a cell phone. Crudely low

resof ution, it retains a fuzzy warmth and familiarity rather than the cold and impersonal qualities of much digital

technology.

June 11 - 25 SunTek Chung Ad ln's, 2003. 5 min. 29 sec. Joke-ster SunTek Chung loves watching movies so much

that he made a video in which he inserted himself into some of our cultures greatest movies...those memorable

scenes. Pulp Fiction, Misery, Fargo...to name a few. This video contains some strong language and may be

inappropriate for those who are under the age of 18 and those who just don't like curse words.


